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Case	Study:	
Hastings	Hockey	Association	

Many associations have a home arena where they can host their games and conduct their 
practices.  In some situations, the association may have the luxury of being their arena’s primary customer 
and don’t need to purchase ice at any other arenas.  This provides a tremendous benefit to their 
membership, but also may lead them to believe that they are immune to scheduling issues. 

The Hasting Hockey Association is one of the associations that is able to satisfy all of their ice 
needs from a single arena.  Hastings fields around 20 teams ranging from Mites through Jr Gold.  With the 
breadth of their teams, they must deal with many of the same scheduling considerations as associations 
that skate at multiple arenas, including varied game lengths, away tournaments, balancing shared practice 
partners, and varied start times across the levels.   

For years, Hastings had a scheduling process that was able to generate the team schedules.  
However, this process lacked a broader view of the overall budget impacts of the team schedules.  Like 
most associations, Hastings allows their teams to purchase additional ice to augment their association 
provided schedules.  In most cases, the teams are required to pay for the ice out of their individual team 
funds, thus not impacting the association’s budget.  Hastings realized that due to their single arena, the 
team managers were able to directly interact with the arena manager and reserve additional ice time without 
the association’s knowledge.  In one team’s case it was discovered that they purchased approximately 
$2500 in additional ice that was billed directly to the association.  This was an issue that there existing 
scheduling process was not equipped to manage. 

In addition, during the 2014-15 season, there was a major change to the ice availability at their 
home arena.  Another local association was able to negotiate a contract with the arena that provided blocks 
of ice time that was no longer available to Hastings.  Due to the timing of the negotiation, Hastings was 
required to use their existing scheduling process to provide additional ice to the other association.  During 
the transfer of ice from Hastings to the other association an error arose that provided a larger number of 
primetime hours to the other association.  Through much manual effort, this issue was resolved to Hastings 
satisfaction, but it further highlighted that a new schedule management solution was needed. 

Hastings selected AutoIce to provide them with a solution that is broad enough to cover their overall 
scheduling needs, but also cover the issues that have more recently arisen.  AutoIce provides Hastings 
with a full solution that covers them from acquisition through distribution. 

AutoIce provides a purchasing solution that uses their team information to ensure ice is secured in 
the proper times.  Even though Hastings skates at a single arena, AutoIce provides them with details that 
allows them to select the ice that meets their needs, thus removing possible conflicts with the other 
association. 

AutoIce provides their scheduling and audit processing that greatly simplifies generating their team 
schedule beyond their existing calendaring method.  This process will automatically generate the initial 
schedule, and then provide a detailed audit of the ice time assignments.  The Audit further provides an 
Audit Correction solution that recommends schedule adjustments for easy updates as the teams 
incorporate away games, tournaments and other changes. 

AutoIce provides a budget tracking solution that helps Hastings track their team purchases versus 
their overall association budget.  This allows them to collect the proper funds from the team funds before 
the season is complete.  

The Hastings Hockey Association has come to rely on AutoIce to provide them with a balanced 
scheduling solution that maximizes the available ice from their home arena, tracks their association budget, 
and reduces the manual efforts required of their ice scheduler. 


